Introduction
It has been widely suggested that the relatively high concentrations (in the combustion environment) of resonantly stabilized radicals, such as the propargyl radical, is the result of their comparatively low rates of reaction [1] . In this work we examine the reaction kinetics for the recombination of H atoms with two such resonantly stabilized radicals; the allyl radical (CH2CHCH2) and the propargyl radical (CHCCH2). The allyl radical, with its two degenerate resonance structures, is a prototypical resonantly stabilized radical.
The propargyl radical also has two dominant resonance structures but unlike allyl, the two structures are not equivalent.
There is considerable recent interest in the rates of propargyl radical reactions due to the postulated role of propargyl radicals in the soot formation process, and particularly the initial formation of benzene [1] . In spite of this interest, the available experimental data for both the H+propargyl [2-4] and the H+allyl [5] reactions is quite limited. The present coupling of high-level quantum chemical simulations with sophkicated transition state theory evaluations should provide quantitatively meaningful a priori estimates for the kinetics of these two reactions. Comparison with related theoretical results for the H + vinyl [6] and H + ethyl [7] reactions allows for a reasonably direct examination of the effects of resonance stabilization on the kinetics.
For the propargyl radical there are two distinct addition products, allene (CH2CCH2) and propyne (CH3CCH), formed by attack on different ends of the propargyl radical. For allyl, the only stable addition product is propene (CH3CHCH2), which can be formed by attack on either end. Both radicals are planar, and attack cari occur horn either above or (equivalently) below the plane of the radical. Thus for allyl there are four dktinct pathways all of which are related by symmetry. For propargylj there are also four distinct pathways, which can be divided into two symmetry related pairs, one pair leading to allene and the other to propyne.
Here, the interaction of the H atom with each of the radicals for each of the addition paths is first characterized with high level ab initio quantum chemical simulations. The resulting analytical potentials are then implemented in variable reaction coordinate transition state theory based estimates for the high pressure recombination kinetics. The results of these calculations are directly compared with the available experimental data.
Potential Surface Calculations

Methodology
All of the electronic structure results reported here are from multi-reference contlguration interaction (MR-CI) calculations employing orbitals optimized using the complete active space, self-consistent field (CASSCF) methodology. In these calculations, the CASSCF reference wavefunction consists of four active orbitals (the hydrogen 1s orbital and three n orbitals on the hydrocarbon fragment) and four active electrons. This is the minimum necessary to correctly describe the breaking CH bond and the resonance of the hydrocarbon radical. The effects of higher order excitations were tested using a multi-reference Davdison correction. The basis set used in most calculations was the correlation-consistent, pokwized valence double zeta (cc-pvdz) basis set of . To estimate the error associated with the use of this relatively small basis set, internally contracted, multi-reference CI calculations were carried out along the association paths for H+C3H3 using the cc-pvtz basis set. The un-contracted CI calculations were earned out using the COLUMBUS package of codes [" done using the MOLPRO package [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] .
Results
1]. The internally contracted CI calculations were
Characterization of the potential surface for the association reactions was accomplished by mapping out three dimensional grids, in polar coordinates, corresponding to motion of the hydrogen atom reactant around the rigid hydrocarbon radicals. These surfaces were fit using techniques described previously in calculations on H+CZH3[6] and H+C2H5 [7] .
A two dimensional slice of the three dimensional, H+C3H3 surface is shown in Figure 1 . From this plot it can be seen that there are four barrierless attractive valleys through which association reactions can take place; two, symmetry related paths, for attack on the CH end of C3H3 and two for attack on the CH2 end.
Recall that the ground state, electronic wavefimction of propargyl is an un-symmetrical resonance between a structure having two carbon-carbon double bonds (with the radical orbital on the CH end) and one having one carbon-carbon single bond and one carbon-carbon triple bond (with the radical on the CH2 end). The C2Vequilibrium structure of propargyl implies that the single bond -triple bond structure is the dominant resonance structure. Figure 1 shows that the paths for attack on the CH2-side are significantly more attractive and wider (in this in-plane coordinate) than the paths for attack on the CH-side, i.e., there is, not surprisingly, an energetic preference for attack of the dominant resonance structure. In Figure 2 we show two perpendicular slices through this potential surface, centered on each of the terminal carbon atoms.
From this plot it can be seen that the CH-side paths are somewhat wider in this coordinate than the CH2-side paths. This is caused by non-bonded repulsions between the incoming H atom and the two CH bonds on the CH2-side.
For the H+allyl reactiou the calculations show four symmetry related pathways for barrieriess reaction (the hydrogen can attack either terminal carbon from either above or below the plane of the radical). The calculations also predict that approach of the central carbon is repulsive (as was found for H+C3H3).
To better compare the relative attractive-ness of the association paths we optimized minimum energy paths (MEP) for both H+allyl and H+propargyl. In these calculations the C-H distance is kept freed at a number of different values and the two angular coordinates are optimized to find the orientation with the lowest energy (again the geometries of the hydrocarbon radical fragments are kept freed). Plots of the energy along these MEP's are shown in Figure 3 along with comparable calculatioixs on H+C2H3 and H+C2H5.
From this plot it can be seen that the H+allyl MEP lies between the two H+propargyl MEP's. All of the H+reson~ce stiblized radical MEP's are predicted to be significantly less attractive than the MEP's for the non-resonance stabilized radicals, C2H3and C2H5.
The MEP's for the two reactions, H+C3H3-+ CHZCCH2and H+C3H3 + CH3CCH, were recalculated using the larger cc-pvtz basis set. The cc-pvtz MEP's were found to be slightly more attractive than the cc-pvdz MEP's. The cc-pvdz potential surface was corrected for this deficiency as follows. At each point the distance between the hydrogen atom and each of the terminal carbon atoms is determined. Two corrections are then calculate~one using the difference between the cc-pvdz and cc-pvtz MEP's for addition to the CH2 end and the distance between the H atom and the CH2 carbon. The second correction uses the difference between the two MEP's for addition to the CH end and the distance between the H atom and the CH carbon. Which ever of these two corrections is largest is then used to comect the cc-pvdz surface at that point.
Transition State Theory
For barrierless reactions such as the radical-radical recombination reactions of interest here, the optimal form for the transition state dividing surface varies considerably with energy (E) and with total angular momentum (J). At low E and low J the transition state lies at large interfragment separations and the optimal reaction coordinate is simply the separation between the centers-of-mass of the two radicals. At higher E and/or J the transition state moves in to shorter separations where the optimal transition state dividing surface correlates, at least qualitatively, with a fixed separation between the centers of the two orbitals involved in the incipient bond.
In this work, both the definition and location of the transition state dividing surface are variationally optimized within the set of surfaces defined by a fixed separation between the H atom and a pivot point connected to the propargyl or allyl radical. Choosing the pivot point as the center-of-mass of the radical yields a form appropriate for low E and J. Alternatively, choosing the pivot point along the axis of one of the lone pair orbitals of the radical provides a dividing surface that is appropriate for high E and/or high J.
Minimization of the transition state partition function with respect to both the location of the radical pivot point and the separation between the H atom and the pivot point then provides the present variable reaction coordinate transition state theory estimate for the rate constant.
For the propargyl radical, there are four distinct reaction paths for the addition, corresponding to the addition of the H atom from either above or below the radical plane to either the CH or the CH.2side of the radical. The presence of strongly repulsive regions separating each of these channels, and the extension of these repulsive regions out to fairly large separations, suggests that it is appropriate to optimize separate dividing surfaces for each of these channels. The CH (allene) and CH2 (propyne) addition channels are For the allyl radical there are again four distinct reaction paths, but these are now all symmetrically related.
Each of these channels is again well separated by repulsive regions of the potential and so optimized dividing surfaces are considered for each channel separately.
The procedure employed in these optimization is closely analogous to that for the propargyl radical and so is not reviewed here.
The variable reaction coordinate formalism [18] employed here, also implements an assumed separation between the internal vibrational modes of the fragments, labeled the conserved modes, and the remaining transitional modes, which vary in character from the reactants to the products. Here, the properties of the conserved modes are assumed to be invariant in the process from reactants to the transition state. Then, their contribution to the transition state partition fimction cancels the corresponding contribution to the reactant partition ti.mction. In reality, both the vibrational frequencies and the optimal geometry will vary somewhat as the fragments approach one another. For example, the H atom(s) on the C being attacked by the incoming H atom will move away from the approaching H atom by bending out of the plane of the radical. Concomitant with this change in bending angle(s) will be a change ti" its vibrational frequency and other related torsional fi-equencies. However, such variations tend to be of only secondary importance. For example, for the frontside addition channel in the H + vinyl reaction these two effects yield a correction of only 4'%.. Thus such variations, which would require substantial additional computational effort, were neglected here.
Results and Discussion
The present MR-CI based variable reaction coordinate transition state theory results for the H+propargyl high pressure recombination rate constant are plotted in Figure 4 . The ratio of the propyne to allene formatiori rate constants is roughly constant at 1.55 for temperatures up to 1000 K and then decreases gradually with increasing temperature, reaching a value of 1.45 at 2000 K. This larger magnitude for the propyne formation channel is readily explained on the basis of the greater attractiveness along the MEP (cf. Figure 3) , and somewhat larger range of angles for which the interaction is attractive for this channel (cf. may, at least in part, be due to a deviation from the high pressure limit in these
The present data could also be used to predict CH dissociation rates in allene and propyne; for which there is a substantially larger body of experimental data [19] . However, as has been well described by Kiefer et al. [19] , the proper modeling of the dissociation process requires a good description of the effect of vibrational anharmonicities on the state density of the complex; which is beyond the scope of the present work. Our own sample master equation However, the near constancy of the effect of this co~ection on the rates for a variety of reactions led us to simply incorporate a 15% increase to the rates. The effect of the Davidson correction is also expected to be similar to that for the H+propargyl reaction.
A plot of the VRC-TST predictions for the high pressure recombination rate constants for the H + propargyl, allyl, vinyl and ethyl reactions is provided in Figure 6 . The rate constant for the H+C3H5 recombination is remarkably similar to the total recombination rate constant for H+C3H3. Interestingly, the H+C3H5 MEP lies roughly midway between those for the two H+C3H3 channels. As a result, while the addition to the CH2 side of propargyl occurs at a greater rate than does the addition to one side of allyl, the addition to the CH side of propargyl occurs at a lower rate. The sum of the rates for the two propargyl channels then adds to be essentially identical to the total allyl rate.
The H atom recombination rates for the two resonantly stabilized radicals are actually predicted to be greater than those for the vinyl and ethyl radicals. At first glance this seems to contradict the increased attractiveness for the MEP's in the vinyl and ethyl radicals (cf. Figure 3) . However, this result is simply an indication that there are essentially four separate addition channels for each of the resonantly stabilized channels, while there are only two (frontside and backside additions) for the vinyl and ethyl radicals. Atler division by two the rates for the allyl and propargyl radicals are, as expected, significantly smaller than those for the vinyl and ethyl radicals.
Summary
The H+allyl and H+propargyl recombination reactions have been studied with variable reaction coordinate transition state theory employing interaction potentials obtained from multi-reference configuration interaction calculations. The predictions for the high pressure limit recombination rates were found to be essentially identical for these two reactions. The results for the H+allyl reaction are in good agreement with the only experimental study, while those for the H+propargyl reaction agree only with those ffom the most recent experimental study, being considerably greater than other earlier studies. The addition to the CH2 side of the propargyl radical is predicted to occur with a rate that is 1.5 times that for the CH side. Table I provides the parameters A, n, and E, from modified Arrhenius fits & = A T n exp(-E~T)] to the high pressure recombination rates for H+allyl, H+propargyl, H+vinyl, and H+ethyl. Contrary to initial expectations the high pressure recombination rates for the two resonantly stabilized radicals studied here are actually greater than those for the H+vinyl and H+ethyl reactions, due to the presence of twice as many addition channels for the resonantly stabilized radicals. Similar findings might be expected for the relative recombination rates with other addition partners.
The observation of elevated concentrations of these radicals thus appears to be simply the result of greater rates of formation, i.e., their stabilization energy should correlate with decreased production thresholds relative to other related channels. At lower pressures these decreased production thresholds might also affect the ordering of various effwtive recombination rates. In particular, the redissociation of the addition products back to reactants would be expected to be greater for the resonantly stabilized radicals due to their lower binding energy, and thus the effective loss rates would be smaller. Of course such a pressure dependent effect would also depend quite strongly on the lifetime (and correspondingly the size) of the complex.
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